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.Computer Tomography,'' Nauka, Moscow, 1987 for solving convolution-type inte-
gral equations of the first kind is analyzed. It is shown that to increase the
precision of the solution, it is appropriate to do only one approximation in the
iterative scheme of this method. It is also shown that this method should not be
interpreted as a method with variable regularization parameter a ; one should view
it as a method of suboptimal filtration. A new variant of a suboptimal filtration
method is formulated. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the Fredholm convolution-type integral equation of the first
w xkind 8]10, 13, 15, 16 ,
‘
Ay t s k t y t y t dt s f t , y‘ - t - ‘, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
where k g L is the given kernel, f g L is the given right-hand side, and1 2
Ž .y g L is the unknown function. The problem of solving Eq. 1.1 is2
w xill-posed 8]10, 13, 15, 16 . Numerous stable methods have been developed
w xfor its solution: the Tikhonov regularization method 8]10, 13, 14, 15 , the
w xTurchin statistical regularization method 11, 12 , the Voskoboynikov]
w xTomsons method 16, pp. 169]186 , the Arsenin local regularization method
w x w x2, 3, 9 , the Wiener optimal filtration method 1, 3, 8, 9, 13]15 , etc. We
Žmention also the methods of controlled filtration the Wiener parametric
. wfiltration method, the Backus]Gilbert filtration method, etc. 14, pp.
x68]75 , and the Davis]Anderssen S- and C-suboptimal filtration methods
w x5 .
This paper is devoted to the analysis of a local regularization method
and to the construction, with a view to its further development, of a
suboptimal filtration method. All of the results of this paper are also valid
for the Volterra convolution-type integral equation of the first kind in its
w xtwo-sided form 4, 8, 15 ,
t
k t y t y t dt s f t , y‘ - t - ‘, 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
w xand its one-sided form 4, 8, 15, 16 ,
t
k t y t y t s f t , t G 0, 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
under some conditions mentioned later. The problem of solving Eqs.
Ž . Ž .1.2 , 1.3 is also, strictly speaking, ill-posed; however, it is more stable in
Ž . w xcomparison with Eq. 1.1 15, pp. 110]114 .
2. STABLE SOLUTIONS
Ž . Ž .Suppose that for exact right-hand side f t , Eq. 1.1 has a unique
Ž .solution an inverse filter ,
‘1
ivty t s Y v e dv , y‘ - t - ‘, 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H2p y‘
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Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž . ivt Ž . ‘ Ž . yi v twhere Y v s F v rK v s H f t e dt, K v s H k t e dt;y‘ y‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y v , F v , K v are the Fourier transforms of the functions y t , f t ,
1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k t , respectively. However, instead of f t , we have f t s f t q ¤ t ,
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < 2 2where ¤ t is a random error such that EV v s 0 and E V v F d ,
Ž . ‘ Ž . yi v twhere d ) 0 is a known number, V v s H ¤ t e dt is the Fouriery‘
Ž .transform of the function ¤ t , and E is the expectation operator.
w xAnalogous to 1 , we take as stable approximations to the exact function
Ž . Ž .y t the function y t , given byÄP
Ä‘1 L v F vŽ . Ž .
ivty t s e dv , 2.2Ž . Ž .Ä HP 2p L v q P v K vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘
Ž . < Ž . < 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .where L v s K v s K v K yv , and the functions P v belong to
a one-parameter classes P of nonnegative, real-valued, even functions
that are not identically zero. Note that in the Tikhonov regularization
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < < 2 qmethod P v ’ P v s aM v , M v s v , q G 0, a ) 0 is the reg-a
Ž . Ž .ularization parameter, y t ’ y t ; in the Turchin statistical regulariza-ÄP a
Ž . 2 2Ž . 2Ž . 2 Ž . 2Ž .tion method P v s d rg v , g v s d raM v or g v s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1raM v , y t ’ y t ; in the Voskoboynikov]Tomsons method P vÄP g
Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . < 2s aR v M v , where R v s E V v is the spectral power density¤ ¤
Ž . Ž .of the noise, y t ’ y a , t ; in the Wiener optimal filtration method,ÄP R
Ž . Ž . Ž .P v s R v rR v ; furthermore, it follows from the variational prob-¤ y
5 Ž . Ž .5 2 2 Ž . < Ž . < 2lem inf E y t y y t , where R v s E Y v is the spectralÄ LP g P P y
Ž . Ž .power density of the solution, that y t ’ y t .ÄP o pt
3. ANALYSIS OF A LOCAL REGULARIZATION METHOD
Two variants of the Arsenin local regularization method will be consid-
ered in the following.
Ž w x.In the first variant see 2, 9 , the iterative process is described by
‘1
ivtÄy t s Y v e dv , n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ä Hn n2p y‘
where
ÄK yv F vŽ . Ž .ÄY v s ; 3.1Ž . Ž .n 22 Ä< <L v q s v r Y vŽ . Ž . Ž .ny1
furthermore,
‘
2 2Ä< <F v y F v F s v , s v ) 0, s v dv s d - ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
1 Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž . yi v t Ž .For Eqs. 1.2 , 1.3 we have K v s H k t e dt; furthermore, for Eq. 1.3 we have0
Ž . Ž . Ž .y t s f t s k t s 0 for t - 0.
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The initial approximation is
¡ Ä< <0, F v F s v ,Ž . Ž .
~ ÄÄ F v s vY v s 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 Ä< <1 y , F v ) s v .Ž . Ž .¢ ÄK v < <Ž . F vŽ .
The limiting approximation has the form
‘1
ivtÄy t s Y v e dv , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä H‘ ‘2p y‘
with
¡ Ä Ä Ä< < 5 < <0, F v - 2s v AY v or F v G 2s v andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
2Ä< <Y v - L v ,Ž . Ž .0
ÄF vŽ .
1 y M v ,Ž .1K vŽ .~ÄY v sŽ .‘ 2Ä Ä< < < <F v G 2s v and Y v s L v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
ÄF vŽ .
1 y M v ,Ž .2K vŽ .
2¢ Ä Ä< < < <F v G 2s v and Y v ) L v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
3.4Ž .
and2
1 2 2Ä< <L v s F v y 2s v y M v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 L vŽ .
2 2Ä Ä< < < <'M v s F v F v y 4s v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 3.5Ž .
2s 2 v 2s 2 vŽ . Ž .
M v s , M v s .Ž . Ž .1 22 2Ä Ä< < < <F v y M v F v q M vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .We now investigate the relations 3.1 ] 3.5 . Denote by
s vŽ .
« v sŽ . Ä< <F vŽ .
2 w x Ž . Ž .In the papers 2, 9 errors are allowed in the expressions for M v and M v .1 2
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the relative error of the right-hand side in the spectral domain. Then
‘1
ivtÄy t s Y v e dv , 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä H0 02p y‘
where
¡ ÄF vŽ .
1 y « v , « v - 1,Ž . Ž .~ÄY v s 3.7Ž . Ž .K vŽ .0 ¢0, « v G 1,Ž .
ÄŽ .and the three roots, to which the limiting solution Y v can converge, are‘
written in the form
Y v s 0,Ž .Ž1.
2ÄF v 2« vŽ . Ž .
Y v s 1 y ,Ž .Ž2. 2K vŽ . '1 y 1 y 4« vŽ . 3.8Ž .
2ÄF v 2« vŽ . Ž .
Y v s 1 y .Ž .Ž3. 2K vŽ . '1 q 1 y 4« vŽ .
w x Ž .Using the results of 2 and the expression 3.7 , one can prove the
following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Consider the iterati¤e process 3.1 with the initial approxima-
Ž . Ž .tion 3.7 . Then the iterati¤e process 3.1 con¤erges to one of the roots
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y v , Y v , or Y v according toŽ1. Ž2. Ž3.
¡ Ä< < < <Y v , « v ) 0.5 or Y v - Y v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. 0 Ž2.
~ ÄÄ < < < <Y v , « v F 0.5 and Y v s Y v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y v s 3.9Ž . Ž .Ž2. 0 Ž2.‘ ¢ Ä< < < <Y v , « v F 0.5 and Y v ) Y v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž3. 0 Ž2.
Furthermore, we ha¤e
Ä< < < < < < < <Y v - Y v - Y v - Y v for 0 - « v - 0.5,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2. 0 Ž3.
Ä Ä< < < < < < < < < < < <Y v s Y v s 0, Y v s Y v s F v r K vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2. 0 Ž3.
for « v s 0,Ž .
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and
Ä Ä< < < < < < < < < <Y v s Y v s Y v s 0.5 F v r K v for « v s 0.5.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž2. 0 Ž3.
Ä 2Ž . Ž . < Ž . < Ž .Proof. According to 3.1 and 3.4 , Y v s L v s const, n sn
Ä Ä 2< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .0, 1, . . . , for F v G 2s v and Y v s L v . Therefore,0
Ä 'Y v s L vŽ . Ž .‘
ÄK yv F vŽ . Ž .
s
2 2 2'L v q 2 L v « v r 1 y 2« v y 1 y 4« vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2Ä 'F v 1 y 2« v y 1 y 4« vŽ . Ž . Ž .
s
2K vŽ . '1 y 1 y 4« vŽ .
2ÄF v 2« vŽ . Ž .
s 1 y s Y v ,Ž .Ž2.2K vŽ . '1 y 1 y 4« vŽ .
Ž . < Ž . < 2 Ž .i.e., L v s Y v . As a result, the expression 3.4 can be written inŽ2.
Ž .the form of 3.9 . The second part of the lemma is proved by means of a
Ž .simple analysis of the relations 3.8 .
Ž .It follows from this lemma and the relation 3.9 that the iterative
Ž . Ž . Ž .process 3.1 tends, for 0 F « v - 0.5, to the root Y v, for « v ) 0.5Ž3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to the root Y v , and only for « v s 0.5 to the root Y v s Y v .Ž1. Ž2. Ž3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Besides, as « v “ 0, we have Y v “ 0, and Y v “ F v rK v ,Ž2. Ž3.
Ž . Ž .i.e., the root Y v possesses the right asymptotics, but the root Y vŽ3. Ž2.
has improper asymptotics, and therefore it must be eliminated from our
consideration.
Ž .Moreover, one need not consider the iterative process 3.1 as such, but
only its final result. As a result, we can state the following theorem, giving
a new formulation of the solution by means of a local regularization
Ž .method the first variant .
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. A solution of Eq. 1.1 by means of a local regularization
Ž .method the first ¤ariant is
‘1
ivtÄy t s Y v e dv , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä H‘ ‘2p y‘
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where
2¡ ÄF v 2« vŽ . Ž .
1 y , « v F 0.5,Ž .~ 2Ä K vŽ .Y v s 3.11Ž . Ž .'1 q 1 y 4« vŽ .‘ ¢0, « v ) 0.5,Ž .
‘
yi v tÄ Ä ÄF v s f t e dt , f t s f t q ¤ t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
‘
yi v t Ä< <K v s k t e dt , « v s s v r F v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
‘
yi v tÄ< < < <V v s F v y F v F s v , V v s ¤ t e dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
Ž .We now analyze the solution 3.11 .
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If e v s 0, then Y v s F v rK v ; i.e., « v s 0.5, then Y v s‘ ‘
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0.5F v rK v ; and if « v ) 0.5, then Y v s 0. Let us consider the‘
Ž .case when s v s 0, y‘ - v - ‘, in detail. Suppose that as v “ ‘, the
Ž . Ž .spectra F v and K v tend to zero simultaneously, so that
Ž . Ž .lim F v rK v s 0, and the integralv “‘
‘ ‘1 1 F vŽ .
ivt ivty t s Y v e dv s e dvŽ . Ž .H H‘ ‘2p 2p K vŽ .y‘ y‘
converges.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider the typical case, where the spectra Y v , F v , and K v are
Ždifferent from zero only in a finite interval of values of v the case of
. Ž . < <finite functions . Introduce v , v , and v such that Y v s 0 ; v G v ,Y F K Y
Ž . < < Ž . < <F v s 0 ; v G v , and K v s 0 ; v G v . Obviously, v s v FF K Y F
v , andK
‘ v1 F v 1 F vŽ . Ž .Fivt ivty t s e dv s e dv . 3.12Ž . Ž .H H2p K v 2p K vŽ . Ž .y‘ yvF
Ž .But if s v / 0, then the right-hand side can be written in the form
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .f t s f t q ¤ t , where ¤ t is a noise, being either entirely white noise
or containing a component of white noise, and, as a consequence, as
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..v “ ‘, the spectrum F v does not tend to zero as F v , but to some
ÄŽ . Ž .constant depending on the level of white noise. Therefore, F v s s v
Ž . < < Ž . < <and « v s 1 for v G v . Introduce v such that « v ) 0.5 ; v ) v .F « «
It is clear that v - v . Thus, in the presence of measurement errors, the« F
truncation in the integration with respect to frequencies according to
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3.10 , 3.11 will happen before in y t according to 3.12 . For increasing
Ž . Ž . w xv, the function « v increases on the average from « 0 g 0, 1 to
Ž . Ž . < <« ‘ s 1; furthermore, « v s 1 ; v G v . In this case, the factorF
2« 2 vŽ .
z v s 1 y 3.13Ž . Ž .
2'1 q 1 y 4« vŽ .
Ž .in the expression 3.11 changes in the limit from 0.5 to 1, and
Äv1 F vŽ .« ivty t s z v e dv , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .H‘ 2p K vŽ .yv«
Ž . < <where v - v F v , v : « v ) 0.5 ; v ) v .« F K « «
Ž . Ž .As a result, the solution Y v , according to 3.11 , can be considered as‘
a truncation with respect to a frequency of the classical solution
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . .F v rK v for « v ) 0.5 with partial suppression by means of the
Ž . Ž .factor z v . In other words, the high frequencies in the solution Y v are‘
strongly suppressed, and the method will not possess a high degree of
resolution.
The high resolution of the method appearing, nevertheless, in the
w xnumerical examples in 2 is explained by the fact that the iterative scheme
Ž . Ž Ž ..3.1 was used directly but not the final solution 3.4 ; furthermore, only
Ž .one to three iterations were carried out i.e., n F 3 .
Ž . w xNote that an iterative scheme similar to 3.1 has been considered in 6 ,
viz.,
Ä‘1 K yv F vŽ . Ž .n ivty t s e dv , n s 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Hn 2p L v q R v rR vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘ ¤ yn ny1
3.15Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž . yi v twhere n is the number of the iteration; R v s H r t e dt and¤ y‘ ¤
Ž . ‘ Ž . yi v t Ž .R v s H r t e dt are the spectral power densities; and r t sy y‘ y ¤
w Ž X . Ž X .x Ž . w Ž X . Ž X.xE ¤ t q t ¤ t and r t s E y t q t y t are the autocorrelation func-y
tions of noise and the solution, respectively.
Ž . Ž .The behavior of the scheme 3.15 is similar to that of the scheme 3.1 ,
Ž .i.e., it moves away from the Wiener optimal solution y t .o pt
Ž .In the Wiener optimal filtration method for ergodic processes , we have
ÄF v L vŽ . Ž .
Y v sŽ .o pt 22K v < <Ž . L v q s v r Y vŽ . Ž . Ž .
ÄK yv F vŽ . Ž .
s , 3.16Ž .22 < <L v q s v r Y vŽ . Ž . Ž .
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where the spectrum of the exact solution is
Ä ÄF v F v y V v F v V vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Y v s s s 1 y ,Ž . ÄK v K v K vŽ . Ž . Ž . F vŽ .
whence
Ä Ä< < < < < <F v V v F v V vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <Y v s 1 y G 1 yŽ .
< < < <Ä ÄK v K v < <Ž . Ž .F v F vŽ . Ž .
Ä< <F vŽ . Ä< < < <G 1 y « v s Y vŽ . Ž .0< <K vŽ .
ÄŽ . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <for « v - 1, since V v F s v . It follows that Y v G Y v . As a0
result, one can formulate the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. The iterati¤e scheme based on 3.16 ,
ÄF v L vŽ . Ž .
Y v s , n s 1, 2, . . . , 3.17Ž . Ž .n 22K v < <Ž . L v q s v r Y vŽ . Ž . Ž .ny1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..with Y v s Y v , con¤erges to the solution Y v s Y v see 3.8 .0 ‘ Ž3.
Ž . Ž .In other words, the scheme 3.17 with one iteration n s 1 gives the
Ž .optimal solution Y v , and for n “ ‘ it leads away from the optimalo pt
solution.
w xIn the papers 3, 9 , a second variant of a local regularization has been
proposed, according to which the solution is
Ä‘1 L v F vŽ . Ž .
ivty t s e dv , 3.18Ž . Ž .Hq 2p L v q q v K vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘
Ž . 2 Ž . < Ž . < 2 Žwhere q v s d L v r F v . This solution is asymptotically i.e., as
. Ž .d “ 0 close to y t . For finite d , this solution is stable and close too pt
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .y t only if the condition Y v ) 0 ;v g y‘, ‘ holds, and conse-o pt
< Ž . < Ž . Ž . < < w x Ž < Ž . <quently, K v ) 0 ;v g y‘, ‘ , e.g., K v ; 1r v 2 or if Y v
.has, at most, countably many zeros . However, these conditions generally
do not hold for problems arising in applications. Moreover, if we write
Ž .3.18 as
Ä‘1 1 F vŽ .
ivty t s e dv , 3.19Ž . Ž .Hq 22 Ä2p K v< < Ž .1 q d r F vy‘ Ž .
Ž .then we see that the solution 3.19 contains the unstable factor
ÄŽ . Ž .F v rK v . This reveals that the applicability of the second variant of the
local regularization method is highly limited.
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On the name of the method of ``local regularization''
w x ŽIn the papers 3, 9 the following interpretation of the second and the
.first variant has been given. Since for
q v s am v 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .
and for fixed a ) 0 the function
Ä‘1 L v F vŽ . Ž .
ivty t s e dv 3.21Ž . Ž .Ha 2p L v q am v K vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘
minimizes the smoothing functional
‘
2 2Ä5 5 < <Ay y f q a m v Y v dv , 3.22Ž . Ž . Ž .L H2
y‘
Ž .where m v is a some nonnegative function, and a minimization of the
Ž .functional 3.22 generates the Tikhonov regularization method, it follows
Ž .that the problem of finding approximate solutions of the form 3.18 can
also be interpreted as the problem of finding regularized solutions of Eq.
Ž . Ž .1.1 with ¤ariable regularization parameter a s a v , and the procedure
Ž .of finding approximations of the form 3.18 is called local regularization.
Ž . Ž . Ž .However, one should not consider the relations 3.18 , 3.20 ] 3.22 as
Ž .being equivalent to a-regularization, since the relation 3.21 is the formal
Ž .analogue of the Tikhonov global regularization method and does not give
the concrete law of the dependence of a on v. Therefore, it is more
Žappropriate to refer to the methods of the type given by the second and
.first variant as suboptimal filtration methods.
Below, a suboptimal filtration method is formulated as a further devel-
opment of a ``local regularization'' method.
4. A SUBOPTIMAL FILTRATION METHOD
Ž . Ž .We shall seek an approximation to y t in the form close to y t ,o pt
Ä‘1 K yv F vŽ . Ž .
ivtÄy t s A f , R , R ’ e dv ,Ž . Ž . Hsub sub 1 2 2p L v q R v rR vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘ 1 2
4.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .where the functions R v and R v belong to the one-parameter class1 2
of nonnegative, real, even functions that are not identically zero and for
5 Ž .5 2which there exists a number d ) 0 such that E y t - ‘ whenL0 sub 2
d - d .0
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DEFINITION 4.1. The operator A is said to be a suboptimal operatorsub
Ž . Ž .for Eq. 1.1 in a neighborhood of f if 1 for any « ) 0 there exists a
ÄŽ . 5 5 Ž . 5d « ) 0 independent of v such that if f y f F d F d « , then y ysub
5 Žy F « , where « “ 0 as d “ 0 i.e., for finite d , the operator Asub
generates the stable solution y , which tends to the exact solution y assub
Ä. Ž . Ž . 5 5d “ 0 ; 2 for any « ) 0 there exists a d « ) 0 such that if f y f F d0
Ž . < 2 2 < 2 5 5 2 2F d « , then D y D F « , where D s E y y y , D sL0 sub opt 0 sub sub opt2
2 Ž .inf D i.e., the operator A is close to the operator A .R , R sub sub opt1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In view of this definition, the solutions 3.10 , 3.15 , 3.17 , and 3.18 do
not generate a suboptimal operator.
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž .In the following we shall assume that R v s R v , or R v s s v1 ¤ 1
Ž w xfor ergodic processes, or if the conditions of the Carson theorem 17 are
. Ž . < Ž . < 2 Žfulfilled . As for the function R v , it can be taken as Y v a solution2 a
Ä 2. < Ž . <given by the Tikhonov regularization method , or as F v , etc.
Ž .A peculiarity of the solution 4.1 is that it does not employ, in contrast
Žto the first variant of a ``local regularization,'' iterations more exactly, only
.one iteration is carried out ; moreover, in contrast to the second variant of
the ``local regularization,'' it does not contain the unstable factor
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F v rK v . We see that for R v s R v , R v s R v , the solu-1 ¤ 2 ¤
Ž . Ž .tion y t coincides with y t . And in the first variant, even ifsub opt
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y v s R v , the solution Y v will diverge from y t . This permits0 y ‘ opt
us to formulate the following theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. A solution of Eq. 1.1 , 1.2 , or 1.3 by means of a
suboptimal filtration method is expressed by the suboptimal operator A andsub
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is gi¤en by the formula 4.1 . Furthermore, if R v rR v s R v rR v ,1 2 ¤ y
Ž . Ž .then the solution y t coincides with the optimal y t .sub opt
5. ERRORS OF THE SOLUTIONS
Ž . Ž .Assume that the functions y t and ¤ t result from stationary, mutually
uncorrelated stochastic processes. We write a solution spectrum in the first
Ž Ž ..variant of a ``local regularization'' in the form see 3.11
ÄF vŽ .
Y v s z v ,Ž . Ž .‘ ‘K vŽ .
where
¡ 22« vŽ .
1 y , « v F 0.5,Ž .
2~ 'z v sŽ . 1 q 1 y 4« vŽ .‘ ¢0, « v ) 0.5.Ž .
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w xThen we have, in analogy to 13, p. 106 ,
Ä‘1 F vŽ .
ivty t y y t s z v y Y v e dv ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H‘ ‘2p K vŽ .y‘
w xand furthermore 13, p. 108 ,
22 2D ’ s s E y t y y tŽ . Ž .‘ y ‘
‘
21 z v R vŽ . Ž .‘ ¤2s z v y 1 R v q dv .Ž . Ž .H ‘ y½ 52p L vŽ .y‘
ÄŽ . Ž Ž .Analogously, for a suboptimal filtration algorithm, Y v s F v rsub
Ž .. Ž .K v z v , wheresub
L vŽ .
z v s ,Ž .sub L v q R v rR vŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
we have
‘
21 z v R vŽ . Ž .sub ¤22D s z v y 1 R v q dv .Ž . Ž .Hsub sub y½ 52p L vŽ .y‘
Ž . w x Ž . w x Ž . Ž .We see that z v g 0, 1 and z v g 0, 1 . If R v rR v s‘ sub 1 2
Ž . Ž .R v rR v , then¤ y
‘1 R vŽ .¤2 2D s dv s D .Hsub opt2p L v q R v rR vŽ . Ž . Ž .y‘ ¤ y
We formulate a conclusion in the form of the following theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. The errors D and D of the solutions y t and y t‘ sub ‘ sub
are related, in general, in the following way: D G D or D F D .‘ sub ‘ sub
Ž . Ž .Howe¤er, a D can reach the minimum ¤alue D if R v rR v ssub opt 1 2
Ž . Ž .R v rR v , but we always ha¤e D ) D .¤ y ‘ opt
ŽConcerning the second variant of a ``local regularization,'' we have see
ÄŽ .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .3.18 Y v s F v rK v z v , whereq q
L vŽ .
z v s ,Ž .q L v q q vŽ . Ž .
‘
21 q v R v L v R vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .y ¤2D s q dvHq 2 2½ 52p y‘ L v q q v L v q q vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
‘1 R v L v q q v R v rR vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ y ¤s dv .H2p L v q q v L v q q vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .y‘
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2 Ä 2Ž . Ž . < Ž . <If q v s d L v r F v , then
4
‘1 R v d R vŽ . Ž .¤ y2D s 1 q L v dv .Ž .Hq 2 422 Ä2p R vŽ .<y‘ F vŽ .Ä ¤< <L v 1 q d r F vŽ . Ž .
2 Ä 2< Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .As v “ ‘, we find d r F v “ 1, L v “ 0, R v “ 0, R v “y ¤
2 Ž . Ž .const, i.e., the integrand in D tends to R v r4L v “ ‘, and theq ¤
integral itself is divergent, i.e., D2 “ ‘. This confirms the statement madeq
in Section 4 about the instability of the second variant of the ``local
regularization'' method.
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Ž .For solving convolution-type integral equations of the first kind 1.1 , a
program package CONF has been worked out in Fortran MA, version 5
Ž .similar to Fortran 90 and realized on an IBM PC.
It is necessary to start with an important remark. Experience in model-
Ž .ing shows that the following computer effect can occur. Often an « v in
Ž .3.7 assumes the value of 0.999 . . . instead of the exact value 1 because of
machine round-off; as a result the high-frequency unstable harmonics are
Ä Ž . Ž Ž ..erroneously included in the spectrum Y v see 3.7 , and the solution0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .y t see 3.6 becomes unstable see Fig. 3, u s 0 . To remove thisÄ0
Ž .effect, one must write 3.7 in the form
¡ ÄF vŽ .
1 y « v , « v - 1 y u ,Ž . Ž .~ÄY v s 6.1Ž . Ž .K vŽ .0 ¢0, « v G 1 y u ,Ž .
where u ) 0 is a small number, for example, u s 10y3.
The following principal programs are contained in the package CONF:
Ž .CONVOL: Calculation of the solution y t by the Tikhonov regular-a
Žization method and the Fourier transform a is chosen by a generalized
.discrepancy principle or is given .
Ž .LOCAL0 and LOCALINF: Calculation of the solutions y t andÄ0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .y t by a local regularization method the first variant; see 3.6 , 6.1 ,Ä‘
Ž . Ž ..3.10 , 3.11 .
Ž .SUBOPT: Calculation of the solution y t by a suboptimal filtra-sub
Ž Ž ..tion method see 4.1 .
Ž .OPT: Calculation of the solution y t by the Wiener optimalopt
Ž Ž ..filtration method see 3.16 .
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Ž Ž . Ž .In these programs, the continuous Fourier transform see 2.2 , 3.6 ,
Ž . Ž . .3.10 , 4.1 , etc. has been realized in the form of the discrete and fast
w xFourier transform by means of the program FTF1C 10, pp. 190]192 .
We show the results of solving the following numerical example close to
w xthe example 2, 7, 10, pp. 44, 126]130 :
1
k t y t y t dt s f t , 0 F t F 2, 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
whose kernel is
k t s ey80Ž ty0.5.2 . 6.3Ž . Ž .
The corresponding exact solution is given by
2¡ t y 0.52 2yŽŽty0.29.r0.18. yŽŽty0.71.r0.16.0.45e q e ? 1 y ,( ž /0.5~y t sŽ .
w xt g 0, 1 ,¢ w x0, t f 0, 1 ,
6.4Ž .
Ž . w x Ž . w x Ž .and the local supports are supp k t : 0, 1 , supp f t : 0, 2 , supp y t :
w x w x0, 1 . According to numerical methods stated in 10, pp. 38]39, 122]123 ,
Ž .instead of 6.2 we solve the equation
1.5
k t y t y t d = f t , 0 F t F 2,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y0.5
Ž . w x Ž .with new supports of equal length: supp k t : y0.5, 1.5 , supp f t :
w x Ž . w x0, 2 , supp y t : y0.5, 1.5 . The number of points of discretization equals
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .N s 64. Instead of f t we take f t s f t q ¤ t , with a random error
Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ t g N 0, 0.0164 , i.e., the mean square error f 10% of max f t .t gw0, 2x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In Fig. 1, k t is the kernel of 6.3 , y t is the exact solution 6.4 , f t
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .is the exact f t , and f t s f t q ¤ t .
Ž .In Fig. 2, y t is the solution by the Tikhonov regularization method,a1
Žwith a chosen by means of a generalized discrepancy principle a s a1 d
y4 . Ž .s 4 ? 10 }a too smooth solution}and y t is the solution by thea2
Tikhonov regularization method with a essentially smaller than a , namely,1
y6 Ž .a s a s 10 the solution with better resolution .2
Ž .In Fig. 3, y t denotes the initial approximations in a local regulariza-Ä0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Žtion method, the first variant see 3.6 , 6.1 with u s 0 unstable solu-
. y3 Ž .tion and u s 10 stable solution .
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FIGURE 1
Ž .In Fig. 4, y t is the limiting approximation in a local regularizationÄ‘
Ž Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .method the first variant, see 3.10 , 3.11 ; y t is the solution 4.1 bysub
Ž . 2Ž . Ž . < Ž . < 2a suboptimal filtration method for R v s s v , R v s Y v ,1 2 a
y6 Ž . < ‘ Ž . Ž . <a s a s 10 . In this case, s v s H ¤ t exp yiv t dt . We see that2 y‘
Ž .Ž y3 . Ž .y t u s 10 and y t are the most exact solutions. Moreover, theÄ Ä0 sub
Ž .Ž y3 .initial approximation y t u s 10 is more exact than the limitingÄ0
Ž . Ž .approximation y t in a local regularization method the first variant .Ä‘
FIGURE 2
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